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Abstract

1 Introduction

Modern mobile applications use a hybrid concurrency model.
In this model, events are handled sequentially by event
loop(s), and long-running tasks are offloaded to other threads.
Concurrency errors in this hybrid concurrency model can
take multiple forms: traditional atomicity and ordering violations between threads, as well as ordering violations between
event callbacks on a single event loop.
This paper presents nAdroid, a static ordering violation
detector for Android applications. Using our threadification technique, nAdroid statically models event callbacks
as threads. Threadification converts ordering violations between event callbacks into ordering violations between threads,
after which state-of-the-art thread-based race detection tools
can be applied. nAdroid then applies a combination of
sound and unsound filters, based on the Android concurrency model and its happens-before relation, to prune out
false and benign warnings.
We evaluated nAdroid with 27 open source Android applications. Experimental results show that nAdroid detects
88 (at least 58 new) harmful ordering violations, and outperforms the state-of-the-art static technique with fewer false
negatives and false positives.

The mainstream mobile platforms (Android, iOS, Windows
Phone) offer a distinctive concurrent programming model.
Mobile applications are often sensor-driven (e.g. touchscreen,
GPS), and sensor data is most readily handled by the eventdriven model. On the other hand, developers want to take advantage of the multiprocessors in modern mobile devices [32].
To accommodate these competing demands, the concurrency
model on mobile platforms is a hybrid of event loop(s) that
sequentially handle events, and background threads that
concurrently execute long-running tasks.
While this hybrid model allows developers to balance
responsiveness with performance, it also exposes mobile
applications to new classes of concurrency errors. While mobile applications can of course contain conventional multithreaded data races due to a non-deterministic thread schedule, recent studies have shown that these applications can
also contain single-thread data races resulting from a nondeterministic event posting order [3, 9, 17, 26]. These concurrency errors have been shown to cause issues like performance degradation [24], unexpected termination [3], accelerated battery drain [33], and security vulnerabilities [6ś8].
Concurrency errors in mobile systems have been tackled with both dynamic and static techniques. Several works
test mobile applications dynamically, collecting execution
traces and performing offline data race detection [3, 17, 26].
Though dynamic testing has relatively few false positives,
the detection coverage is limited to the observed executions.
In contrast, static analysis can inspect program code for
all possible runtime behaviors. However, the use of static
program analysis to detect concurrency errors has not yet
been well studied in the context of mobile applications. Conventional static data race detectors [11, 12, 19, 29, 35, 43] only
focus on multi-threading, making them unsuitable for eventdriven mobile applications. Recently, several new techniques
have been proposed for mobile applications [24, 33, 39], but
their scope is limited: e.g., they do not consider the happensbefore relationship between event callbacks (ğ2).
This paper presents nAdroid1 , a novel static ordering
violation detector for mobile applications with hybrid concurrency model, tailored to Android. Though nAdroid can
statically detect all types of data races, classifying data races
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1 nAdroid

is named after Android, but has an łordering violationž between
the first two letters.
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(a) single-threaded UAF 1 in ConnectBot
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(b) single-threaded UAF 2 in ConnectBot

(c) multi-threaded UAF in FireFox
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if(jClient!=null) {
jClient = null;
jClient.abort();
}

Figure 1. Examples of harmful use-after-free (UAF) ordering violations.
as harmful or benign is hard in general [20, 30, 45]. Therefore,
this study focuses on finding use-after-free (UAF) ordering
violations (e.g., f=null vs. f.use()). A UAF ordering violation is a form of harmful read-after-write data race, because
it can lead to an unexpected NullPointerException.
The key challenge is that the event-based and thread-based
programming models have distinct patterns and dissimilar
happens-before relations [22], making it hard to statically
detect them together. nAdroid addresses this problem using our novel threadification technique (ğ4) that statically
models the event-driven aspects of Android applications as
threads. In effect, threadification converts the tricky problem
of detecting single-threaded ordering violations between
event callbacks into the well-studied problem of detecting
multi-threaded ordering violations. This allows nAdroid
to leverage existing static data race detectors developed for
multi-threaded programs (Chord [29] in our study) to detect both event-driven and threaded ordering violations in a
unified manner (ğ5).
Furthermore, nAdroid introduces novel static happensbefore-based filters, crafted based on the Android concurrency model, to prune out false UAF warnings. It is critical
to remove false positives as they are often overwhelming
enough to make programmers unwilling to use a detection
tool. The problems specific to the Android context have not
been addressed by existing static tools. We describe sound
and unsound filters for these problems (ğ6).
We evaluated nAdroid using 27 open-source Android
applications, from which nAdroid detects 88 (at least 58
novel) true harmful ordering violations. Experimental results also show that nAdroid produces fewer false negatives and fewer false positives than the state-of-the-art static
technique, DEvA [39].
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present nAdroid, a static ordering violation detector for Android, that considers both the event-based and
the thread-based concurrency models. We model event
callbacks as threads so that ordering violations between
callbacks and threads can be detected in a unified manner.
• To the best of our knowledge, nAdroid is the first tool
that incorporates the Android concurrency model and

happens-before relations into static analysis to prune false
or benign warnings.
• We evaluate 27 Android applications and show that nAdroid
detects true harmful ordering violations, and produces
fewer false positives and false negatives than the state-ofthe-art static technique.

2 Background and Motivation
This section introduces the Java-based Android concurrency
model, provides three examples of harmful UAF ordering violation that nAdroid found, and demonstrates the limitations
of existing techniques.
2.1

The Android Concurrency Model

An Android application has a hybrid event-driven and threadbased concurrency model to handle a mix of incoming sensor
data and user interactions (UI) best addressed with events,
and to support arbitrary processing, best addressed with
threads. A thread may attach an event queue to itself and
handle an event for execution. A thread with an event queue
is called a looper thread. It continuously checks its event
queue and processes one event at a time by executing the
corresponding event callback. Therefore, all the event callbacks executed in one looper thread are atomic (no preemption) with respect to each other. Furthermore, the application
may create additional native threads. Since it is cumbersome
for a native thread to communicate with a looper thread,
the Android framework also provides a high-level concurrent construct, AsyncTask, to create a child thread that can
interact with the looper thread via events.
2.2 Examples of UAF Violations
Figure 1 shows some real examples of harmful UAF ordering
violations that nAdroid found in Android applications. The
first two cases (a) and (b) are from ConnectBot, and represent
UAF bugs between event callbacks within a single looper
thread. In this example, ConnectBot binds to a background
service. Its onServiceConnected and onServiceDisconnected
callbacks are invoked by the framework to allow it to interact
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Figure 2. nAdroid analyzes an APK package and reports potential ordering violations between callbacks and threads.
with the service. In case (a), bound is used by the onCreateContextMenu callback without ensuring that the service remains
connected. If onServiceDisconnected runs before onCreateContextMenu, then the program crashes with an exception. In
case (b), onClick actually checks if the field hostBridge is not
null. Unfortunately, it then posts a Runnable to the looper
thread that will use the hostBridge later, asynchronously.
If onServiceDisconnected is triggered before the Runnable,
then hostBridge will be set to null, and the Runnable will
throw a NullPointerException. In cases (a) and (b), the ConnectBot developers were clearly aware of the possibility of
service disconnection ś after all, they implemented onServiceDisconnected ś but they were incautious about potential
timing issues.
Case (c) from FireFox shows a UAF bug between a looper
thread and a background thread. onResume submits a Runnable
object to the thread pool, which sets jClient to null. Though
onPause checks if jClient is null, it is prone to a UAF error
due to the lack of atomicity.
2.3

inter-class racy accesses. Thus, DEvA ignores the common
Android programming practice of putting event callbacks
and associated background threads in separate classes (e.g.
Runnable, Handler and AsyncTask classes), missing ordering
violations that frequently occur across different classes.
For other static tools, Asynchronizer [24] handles only
one particular form of thread, namely the AsyncTask; and
Pathak et al. [33] consider only the fork-join relationship.

3 Overview
Figure 2 shows an overview of nAdroid. Given an Android
APK package, nAdroid reports potential UAF violations.
An Android program is a collection of event callbacks
which are asynchronously invoked by the Android framework based on UI, sensor input, Android component lifecycles, and so on. Without a single entry point, static analyses do not know where to begin. Like previous work [1, 4],
nAdroid introduces a łdummy mainž to create a single entry point so that the resulting program can be consumed by
existing analysis frameworks [21, 29, 44].
nAdroid’s dummy main is unique as it models event callbacks as threads, which we call threadification (ğ4). nAdroid
first analyzes the APK package to identify the application’s
different entry points (event callbacks). nAdroid, at a high
level, adds one child thread to the dummy main for each entry
point. nAdroid applies this analysis recursively, repeatedly
modeling the callbacks registered and threads created by
these child threads as new child threads.
Given this transformed program, nAdroid can then apply a static data race detector developed for (conventional)
multi-threaded programs to detect data races in Android
applications. In this study, nAdroid uses Chord [29], the
state-of-the art open source static data race detector for Java
programs with some Android-specific modifications (ğ5) to
detect potential ordering violations.
nAdroid prunes out many false and benign warnings using a set of filters based on the Android concurrency model
and its happens-before relation, as well as on common Android programming patterns (ğ6).
Finally, nAdroid gives programmers insight into the remaining ordering violation warnings so that they can determine whether they are truly harmful at runtime (ğ7).

Limitations of Current Techniques

Existing trace-based dynamic data race detectors [3, 17, 26]
suffer from a coverage problem. They collect execution traces
from manual [17] or automatic UI exploration [3, 26], and
then perform offline data race detection. Though these dynamic detectors soundly detect all races for observed traces,
their coverage is limited by their input generator. For example, CAFA reports no harmful races between event callbacks
in ConnectBot (see Table 1 in [17]), while nAdroid found 13.
For static analysis, the state of the art is DEvA [39], which
performs whole-program static ordering violation (łevent
anomalyž) analysis for Android applications. However, DEvA
is limited by significant sources of both false positives and
false negatives. Notably, DEvA does not adequately consider
the happens before relationship between event callbacks,
resulting in many false positives. nAdroid’s happens-before
based filters (ğ6) specifically address this problem, saving
developers’ manual debugging efforts.
In addition, DEvA suffers from two sources of false negatives. First, DEvA does not take into consideration the multithreaded aspect of the Android programming model, and
applies its if-guard and intra-allocation filters (ğ6) unsoundly,
assuming that all methods are executed atomically regardless
of whether they are invoked concurrently. Second, DEvA’s
read/write set analysis is intra-class, restricted to within each
class and its inner classes, i.e., DEvA cannot identify any

4 Threadification
Our key insight is that, through threadification, we can convert single-threaded ordering violations between unordered
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dummy main thread
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onReceive
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(d) Service / Receiver

(a) Lifecycle Callbacks
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Modeled Thread (Post Callback)
Thread Creation

doInBackground
onPreExecute
onProgressUpdate
publish()
onPostExecute

(b) UI/system Callbacks (c) Handler

(e) AsyncTask

Figure 3. Through our threadification technique, an event-driven program is transformed into a multi-threaded program.
event callbacks into multi-threaded ordering violations between threads. After threadification, we can apply an ordering violation detection algorithm. This approach allows
nAdroid to incorporate both event callbacks and threads
in the analysis scope. The ability to re-use existing static
analysis tools is an ample reward (ğ5).
Figure 3 shows an example of a transformed program.
Threadification creates a dummy main thread (representing
the initial looper thread) that creates łthreadsž in response to
various application behaviors. At a high level, there are two
forms of callbacks: Entry Callbacks (EC), externally invoked
by the Android runtime, and Posted Callbacks (PC), internally triggered by other event callbacks or threads. nAdroid
models ECs as child threads of the dummy main to mimic
the way that Android lifecycle, UI, and other entry callbacks
are executed by the initial looper thread. Then, nAdroid
models PCs as child threads of the posting callbacks/threads
to preserve the causal relation between the poster and the
postee, reducing false positives. This lineage also helps programmers reason about the callback and thread sequence
associated with each potential UAF bug (ğ7).
The proposed modeling does not capture precise happensbefore orders between callbacks (e.g. lifecycle ECs), nor does
it reflect the atomic execution of callbacks. In ğ6, we discuss
introduce sound and unsound filters to mitigate these sources
of imprecision. A detailed description of our transformation
technique follows.
4.1

Because they are externally invoked by the Android runtime
(not internally by other event callbacks), nAdroid models
them as child threads spawned by the dummy main (UI)
thread. Figure 3 (a) shows an example with onCreate, onStart, and onResume.
Furthermore, Android programs include other (non-lifecycle)
event callbacks for coping with UI interactions (e.g., button
clicks) and system events (e.g., GPS, accelerometers). These
callbacks may be registered imperatively using Android
framework APIs (e.g., a requestLocationUpdates method may
register an onLocationChanged callback) or declared in the
manifest XML files. Similar to the lifecycle case, these events
are externally posted by the Android runtime. Thus, nAdroid
models them as child threads of the dummy main thread.
Figure 3 (b) shows how onClick and onLocationChanged callbacks are modeled.
4.2

Posted Callbacks (PC)

nAdroid models three forms of posted callbacks: Handler,
Service/BroadcastReceiver, and AsyncTask callbacks.
First, Android’s Handler provides two generic methods
by which a callback (or a thread) may communicate with
a looper thread. The sendMessage method delivers a Message object to be processed by the recipient’s handleMessage
method, while the post method enqueues a Runnable object
to be executed later by the receiving looper thread2 . Both of
these methods post an event to the receiving looper thread.
Since these events come from within the application itself,
nAdroid models them as threads created by the caller of
these methods. This approach allows nAdroid to establish
a happens-before order between the caller’s instructions
preceding the call and the instructions performed by the
newly-modeled thread, reducing false positives. Figure 3 (c)

Entry Callbacks (EC)

Android programs use the Activity component to handle
user interactions. The Activity component frequently transitions between different states in its lifecycle. For example,
a running activity becomes paused when another activity
comes into the foreground. For each transition, the Android
framework calls a (pre-defined) lifecycle callback such as onCreate, onStart, onResume, onPause, onStop, and onDestroy.

2 Android provides other methods to post a Runnable object, including
View’s post and Activity’s runOnUIThread methods. nAdroid ad-

dresses these in the same fashion.
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illustrates an example in which onClick calls both sendMessage and post; the resulting activities are modeled as child
threads.
Second, Service and BroadcastReceiver are the two remaining major components in the Android model. The Service component handles background processing, and the
BroadcastReceiver component responds to system-wide broadcast announcements. After an application binds to a background service (using bindService), its onServiceConnected
and onServiceDisconnected callbacks may be invoked. Therefore, nAdroid models these callbacks as child threads of the
caller of the bindService method. Similarly, an application
may register a broadcast receiver (using registerReceiver).
Then, the application’s onReceive callback is executed on
subsequent broadcast deliveries. nAdroid models this callback in the same manner. Figure 3 (d) presents an example
in which Service and BroadcastReceiver are respectively
bound and registered by onStart and onResume.
Third, to facilitate background processing, the Android
framework provides a high-level concurrency construct, AsyncTask, by which a looper thread can create and easily communicate with a child thread. The AsyncTask can publish results
using the publishProgress method, which will trigger the
onProgressUpdate callback of its parent looper thread. In
addition, the framework invokes the parent’s onPreExecute
callback before the AsyncTask begins, and its onPostExecute
callback after it ends.
nAdroid preserves the parent-child relationship of any
AsyncTasks in the application, and models the associated onPreExecute and onPostExecute callbacks as children of the
AsyncTask. Figure 3 (e) shows an example in which onLocationChanged executes an AsyncTask (doInBackground), which
in turn creates the three child threads shown.
The Android framework also allows a program to create native Java threads (java.lang.Thread). nAdroid simply
treats these as threads.

Sound Filters
onService
(a) onService
Connected Disconnected
f = getF();
f = null;
f.use();

Unsound Filters
(d) onResume (e) onClick1
f = null;
f = new F();
finish();

(b) onClick1
if (f != null)
f.use();

onClick2

onClick

f = null;

f.use();

(c) onClick1
f = new F();
f.use();

onClick2

onPause

f = null;

f = null;

onClick2
f.use();

handleMessage
(f) onClick
sendMessage();
f = null;
f.use();
(g) onClick1
if (getF() != null)

onClick2
f = null;

Figure 4. Examples of sound filters (a) MHB (b) IG (c) IA,
and unsound filters (d) RHB (e) CHB (f) PHB (g) UR
a free as the Java bytecode putfield setting a field to null.
nAdroid only considers racy pairs that consist of a use and
a free on the same field.
Second, because locks do not prevent UAF errors, nAdroid
initially ignores Chord’s lockset analysis. Though locks provide atomicity, they cannot prevent ordering violations; UAF
bugs can happen with or without locks. Therefore, nAdroid
considers all racy use/free pairs no matter the locking pattern.
Since locks may be used to prevent UAFs when combined
with other checks, we refine our algorithm in ğ6.1.
Third, nAdroid does not use Chord’s MHP analysis. For
Android applications, the MHP analysis does not add much
value because (blocking) synchronization primitives enforcing a specific order are not frequently used. Moreover, Chord’s
simple MHP analysis does not support sophisticated notify/wait analysis as in [23, 31]. Nonetheless, it requires flowsensitive analysis which often suffers from scalability issues.
Instead, we introduce Android-specific happens-before filters in the next section to replace MHP analysis designed for
conventional multithreaded programs.

6 Filtering False Positives
To prune false UAF violations, nAdroid introduces novel
static happens-before (HB)-based filters derived from the
Android concurrency model, and non-HB filters that are
derived from common Android programming patterns. Existing dynamic tools have defined happens-before relations
in Android applications [3, 17, 26], but our use of the Android
happens-before relation in static analysis is novel.

5 Detecting UAF Ordering Violations
After threadification, nAdroid uses a modified version of
Chord [29], the state-of-the-art static data race detector for
Java programs, to detect UAF ordering violations in Android applications. Chord supports context-sensitive heap
object naming and alias analysis, namely k-object-sensitiveanalysis [27, 28]. Then, Chord performs static data race detection based on k-object-sensitive points-to analysis, thread escape analysis, lockset analysis, and May-Happen-in-Parallel
(MHP) analysis. Modeling event callbacks as threads allows
nAdroid to take advantage of such precise analyses developed for multi-threaded programs.
nAdroid makes three modifications to the original Chord
algorithm to focus on UAF bugs. First, we filter out data races
that cannot be a UAF violation. nAdroid defines a use as the
Java bytecode getfield retrieving the field of an object, and

6.1

Sound Filters

nAdroid employs three sound filters: must-happen-before
(MHB), if-guard (IG) and inter-allocation (IA).
6.1.1

Must-Happens-Before (MHB)

In Android, some event callbacks have a must-happens-before
(MHB) relation to each other; one must always happen before
the other. When a potential UAF is detected but the use must
precede the free, it is a false UAF. nAdroid identifies three
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statically sound MHB relations in Android, pruning UAF
violations where they occur.
MHB-Service: When an Activity binds to a Service, the
onServiceConnected callback is always executed before the
onServiceDisconnected callback. Figure 4 (a) presents an example of a false UAF in this context.
MHB-AsyncTask: For AsyncTask, a looper thread’s onPreExecute callback must happen before both the native
thread’s doInBackground method and the looper thread’s onProgressUpdate callback; and all of these must happen before
the looper thread’s onPostExecute callback. nAdroid prunes
MHB races in this context.
MHB-Lifecycle: Activity obeys the framework-defined
lifecycle, which ensures that all the UI callbacks must happen
after onCreate and before onDestroy. This introduces other
MHB relations for which nAdroid accounts.
We emphasize that, statically speaking, there are no MHB
relations for onResume, onPause, and other similar UI callbacks based on the Android lifecycle. The back edge from
onPause to onResume (i.e. the łback buttonž) introduces a circular dependency. In fact, harmful UAF transitions arising
from use of the back button are common in Android applications. Consider the sequence in Figure 4 (d), and suppose for
now that the onResume callback makes no allocation f = new
F();. When onPause occurs, it sets f = null, and the activity
becomes visible again. Then the user may trigger onClick,
leading to a UAF violation.

between native thread protected by the same lock. The IA
filter prunes this case using an intra-procedural data-flow
analysis. If inter-procedural analysis is required to determine
the location of the allocation (e.g., getF() in Figure 4 (a)),
nAdroid conservatively does not filter out the case. The
unsound Maybe-Allocation (MA) filter (ğ6.2) assumes that
the getter method does not return null.
6.2

Unsound Filters

Without runtime information, a static analysis must conservatively apply filters, and using only sound filters leads to
many false positives. Our unsound, yet effective filters are
derived from studying the UAF warnings that survive our
sound filters. We used seven of the applications evaluated in
the CAFA study [17] as a training set. By applying our sound
filters to each application and manually determining the false
positives, we identified common may-happens-before relations and Android programming idioms. Part of our evaluation (ğ8) measures the effectiveness of these unsound filters
and gives a detailed analysis on the resulting false negatives.
For users who demand soundness, these (optional) unsound filters serve as a ranking system that allows programmers to focus on the still-unpruned remaining races first as
the most likely harmful UAF violations in their application.
6.2.1

May-Happen-Before (mayHB)

nAdroid identifies three likely-true happens-before relations between event callbacks, and uses them as unsound
filters.
Resume-Happens-Before (RHB): As discussed in ğ6.1,
the MHB-Lifecycle filter is not applied to onResume, onPause,
and other UI callbacks. Given that an Activity is often paused
and resumed, careful programmers use the onResume callback
to ensure program invariants and correctness across lifecycle
transitions. Figure 4 (d) shows an example of this practice,
using an allocation in onResume to prevent a UAF violation in
onClick. To accommodate this pattern, the Resume-HappenBefore (RHB) filter prunes out UAF warnings between a UI
event callback and onPause if there is a corresponding allocation in onResume. In a sense, this filter can be viewed as
extending the IA filter (ğ6.1) across a callback boundary. The
RHB filter is unsound because nAdroid performs may analysis for identifying allocations in onResume: if any program
path in onResume allocates the object in question, the RHB
filter assumes that the corresponding use operation is safe3 .
Cancel-Happens-Before (CHB): The use of Android’s
API-based cancellation methods establishes a cancel-happensbefore (CHB) relation between the canceller and the affected
callbacks. Android programs can close an Activity (via the
finish method); unbind from a Service (unbindService); unregister from a BroadcastReceiver (unregisterReceiver); or
remove any pending posts of callbacks and sent messages

6.1.2 If-Guard (IG)
To prevent UAF errors, it is common practice to check whether
a reference is null before using it. This łif-guardž is safe as
long as atomicity between the check and the use is guaranteed and thus the free operation cannot be interleaved.
This is true for event callbacks that belongs to the same
looper thread. Thus, the IG filter prunes these false UAF
warnings between event callbacks (modeled threads). Figure 4 (b) shows an example where OnClick1 checks f before
using it in an atomic callback.
On the other hand, an if-guard is unsafe in the presence
of concurrency (thread-thread or event loop-thread) due
to the lack of atomicity. Therefore, the IG filter removes
UAF warnings between them only if they are protected by
the same lock, providing atomicity. nAdroid uses Chord’s
lockset analysis selectively for this purpose. We note that
previous dynamic tools [17] also use the IG and the following
IA filters that require atomicity, but the static DEvA[39] tool
applies them unsoundly without atomicity analysis, resulting
in false negatives.
6.1.3 Intra-Allocation (IA)
As shown in Figure 4 (c), if there is an allocation before use
within an atomic event callback onClick1, free operations
in other callbacks (e.g. onClick2) in the same looper thread
cannot lead to UAF violations. The same is true for warnings

3 This
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from a Handler (removeCallbacksAndMessages). For example,
no UI callbacks will occur after an event callback invokes the
finish method. The same reasoning affects service-, receiver, and handler-related callbacks like onServiceConnected, onServiceDisconnected, and onReceive. In Figure 4 (e), we see
a false UAF violation between onClick1 and onClick2 that
can be pruned by the CHB filter. If onClick2 could happen
after onClick1, there would be a UAF violation, but onClick2
must happen before onClick1 because onClick1 calls finish. Similar to RHB, the CHB filter is unsound because of
path-insensitive may-analysis for scalability.
Post-Happens-Before (PHB): There is a post-happensbefore (PHB) order between two callbacks on the same looper
thread when one posts an event that triggers the other. Figure 4 (f) shows an example in which onClick uses sendMessage to send a message to its looper thread. As callbacks on
the same looper thread are atomic, this causes the handleMessage callback to be scheduled only after the completion of
onClick. The PHB filter prunes out a UAF violation warning
when there is a post-based happens-before order between
the use and free operations. The PHB filter is unsound: it
assumes that two different instances of UI event callbacks
do not share an object/field at runtime. If they do, in our
example another call to the onClick callback (user clicks the
button multiple times) may lead to a UAF error.
6.2.2

callbacks (in a looper thread) and native threads, the threadthread (TT) filter prunes out the UAF warnings that occur
between native threads and do not involve a looper thread.
Detecting data races between two native threads has been
well studied with conventional multi-threaded race detectors [12, 29, 35, 43].

7 Validating Harmful UAF bugs
The potential UAF bugs uncovered statically by nAdroid
can be confirmed as harmful with a dynamic execution that
triggers a NullPointerException. As constructing an execution to trigger a UAF bug is a project unto itself, nAdroid
simply offers programmers aids to ease a manual analysis.
The first step in these aids is to classify the UAF warnings.
nAdroid groups UAF warnings based on the origins of the
use and free operations, based on the type of event callback
and/or thread involved. nAdroid categorizes event callbacks
(C) into Entry Callbacks (EC) and Posted Callbacks (PC). EC
includes lifecycle, UI, and other system-triggered callbacks
(Figure 3 (a) and (b)). Every other callback is a PC. We classify
any native threads created by an event callback as Reachable
Threads (RT) relative to this callback, and all other native
threads as Non-Reachable Threads (NT) relative to it. For
example, in Figure 3, doInBackground is reachable from onLocationChanged, but not from onClick. Thread reachability
is transitive across thread creation and event posting.
With these terms in mind, nAdroid provides two aids
to help programmers more rapidly analyze each potential
UAF bug. First, nAdroid provides programmers with the
callback and thread sequence associated with each potential UAF bug. For the example in Figure 3, suppose a UAF
warning between the handleMessage and onProgressUpdate
callbacks. Then, nAdroid can tell that the handleMessage
callback is derived from onClick callback, and that the onProgressUpdate stems from the onLocationChanged callback
via the doInBackground thread.
Second, nAdroid’s potential UAF report includes whether
event callbacks are ECs or PCs, and whether threads are
RT or NT. This allows programmers to sort potential UAF
bugs based on two hypotheses we provide about common
sources of errors in the Android environment. Our intuition
is that more complex interactions are more likely to be the
source of UAF bugs. First, we suggest that true UAF bugs
will occur more frequently between PC-EC or PC-PC than
between EC-EC, because PCs are more asynchronous and
difficult to reason about. Second, we believe C-NT are more
prone to UAF bugs than C-RT because it is hard to reason
about interactions between seemingly independent callbacks
and threads. We provide some empirical support for these
hypotheses in ğ8.4.

Maybe-Allocation (MA)

nAdroid applies the sound IA filter (ğ6.1) when an event callback allocates an object with new before using it. However,
obtaining an object reference could instead be done with
a getter method, as shown in Figure 4 (a). To avoid expensive inter-procedural analysis, the unsound maybe-allocation
(MA) filter assumes that custom getter methods never return
null, thus acting like the IA filter.
6.2.3 Used-for-Return (UR)
The used-for-return (UR) filter prunes out commonly-benign
uses associated with getter methods and method invocations.
When a getter method, say getF(), simply returns a reference,
it leads to a use in our analysis. However, this reference is
often used safely later for comparison, as shown in Figure 4
(g), making that and any subsequent use benign. The UR
filter also prunes warnings associated with passing a field
as a parameter to a method invocation, as these are often
benign for a similar reason. Determining whether references
are used safely in these cases would require expensive interprocedural analysis.
6.2.4

Thread-Thread (TT)

Given that we are more interested in UAF bugs that are
unique to Android programs including single-threaded races
between callbacks, and multi-threaded races between event
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8 Evaluation

Filtered

This section demonstrates our evaluation. Our evaluation
answers the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.1

100

80

80
88

40
20
0

Remaining

60

60

Are nAdroid’s sound and unsound filters effective? (ğ8.3)
Can nAdroid find harmful UAF ordering violations? (ğ8.4)
What are the sources of false warnings? (ğ8.5)
Does nAdroid have false negatives? (ğ8.6)
How does nAdroid compare to DEvA? (ğ8.7)
What is the overhead of nAdroid’s static analysis? (ğ8.8)

Filtered

Remaining

100

66

70

20

21
MHB

40

13
IG

IA

(a) Sound filters.

0
All

13

26

mayHB MA

29
UR

15
TT

All

(b) Unsound filters (after sound).

Figure 5. Effectiveness of sound and unsound filters. Each
filter is evaluated independently, so there is overlap.

Implementation and Subject Systems

For threadification (ğ4), nAdroid uses the Soot [21] program analysis framework to generate a dummy main method.
nAdroid uses the Android API listener-callback list from
FlowDroid [1] to identify entry callbacks. For the potential
ordering violation detection (ğ5), Chord [29], based on Datalog and the bddbddb solver [46], is used without MHP and
lockset analyses. The sound and unsound filters (ğ6) are also
implemented based on Chord. We ran nAdroid on a quadcore Intel i7 3.6 GHz system with 16GB of memory, running
the 3.13 Linux kernel.
Limitations The current nAdroid implementation covers
most common callbacks and threads, but does not yet support Fragment, Layout, and custom Views. In addition, the
nAdroid prototype does not keep track of a specific looper
thread on which each callback runs, and thus assumes that
each component (e.g., Activity) has exactly one looper thread,
and does not have other user-created looper threads. If a
component has multiple looper threads, they break the atomicity assumption between callbacks, and the IG and IA filters
should be downgraded to unsound filters. Among tested applications, the assumption holds for 17/27 applications. We
have not confirmed whether the IG and IA filters unsoundly
prune potential UAF bugs between multiple looper threads
in the rest applications. Previous work [17, 39] shares this
assumption of a single looper thread.

evaluated in both CAFA and DroidRacer. Among them, Mytrack has significant version/source code change and all true
UAF warnings found are different, thus is included in the test
group with a different subscript number. Except Table 1, all
the evaluation results are based on these 20 test applications.
In Table 1, the first three columns show the train/test
group, the application name, and the size of the code base,
sorted by LOC. The next EC and PC columns show the static
number of Entry Callbacks and Posted Callbacks, respectively. The T column shows the static number of Threads in
an application including the dummy UI main thread, AsyncTask’s doInBackground thread, and native Java threads.
8.3 Effectiveness of Sound and Unsound Filters
Table 1 summarizes the overall results of nAdroid’s UAF
analysis. The 7th column represents the total number of
potential UAF warnings detected by static analysis (ğ5). Each
warning is a pair of free-use operations. In this section, we
first focus on the effectiveness of nAdroid filters.
The 8th and 9th columns of Table 1 show the number of
remaining races after applying all the sound filters (ğ6.1)
and unsound filters (ğ6.2) in sequence. On average, sound
filters prune out 88% of potential UAF warnings; unsound
filters suppress 70% of the remaining UAF warnings; and in
combination these filters yield a 96% reduction.
Figure 5(a) shows the effectiveness of each sound filter
when applied individually. Our novel MHB filter based on
must-happen-before relation between event callbacks prunes
out many false UAF warnings (21%). IG and IA filter are
found to be effective: 66% and 13%, respectively. Note that
there is some overlap between the sound filters. While the
IG and IA filters are independent of each other, the MHB
filter may overlap with the IG filter (5.9%) and the IA filter
(6.7%) because MHB considers happens-before order at the
event callback granularity.
Figure 5(b) shows the effectiveness of each unsound filter
when applied individually to the UAF warnings that remain
after applying the sound filters. Our novel mayHB filter based
on may-happens-before relation effectively downgrades 13%
of the remaining warnings, among which post-based PHB
contributes the most (10%). The MA, UR, and TT filters prune

8.2 Tested Applications
We evaluated nAdroid with two groups of open-source Android applications, 27 in total, listed in Table 1. The first
łtrainž group of 7 applications include all the applications
that were used for evaluating CAFA [17], a dynamic UAF detector, except Camera, VLC, and FBReader where we could not
locate their source code or analyze them with Soot [21]. The
train group was used to learn common may-happens-before
relation and programming idioms in Android and to design
unsound filters (ğ6.2).
The second łtestž group of 20 applications consist of 6
applications evaluated in another dynamic UAF detector
DroidRacer [26], and 14 new applications randomly picked
from [13] that collects the most popular Android applications. Three applications Music, Browser, and Mytrack were
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Table 1. The result of nAdroid’s UAF analysis: filters, type of remaining UAFs, true harmful UAFs, and false UAF warnings.

Test

Train

Type

APP

LOC

EC

PC

T

ToDoList
Zxing
Music
MyTracks_1
Browser
ConnectBot
FireFox
SoundRecorder
Swiftnotes
PhotoAffix
MLManager
InstaMaterial
Tomdroid
SGT Puzzles
Aard
ClipStack
KissLauncher
DashClock
Dns66
CleanMaster
OmniNotes
Solitaire
Mms
MyTracks_2
MiMangaNu
QKSMS
K-9 Mail

2637
6453
10518
27080
30675
32645
102658
1194
1571
1924
2073
2248
2372
2944
3684
3948
5210
10147
10423
11014
13720
15478
27578
37031
37827
56082
78437

45
65
271
280
216
105
748
14
32
52
153
42
24
60
53
106
66
67
22
117
764
47
413
1029
24
225
499

1
15
41
58
47
31
28
0
1
9
11
29
4
14
20
18
7
13
4
38
19
70
37
59
9
37
27

1
14
1
38
53
19
135
1
1
2
10
4
3
5
25
2
13
1
6
12
22
2
52
52
10
35
20

Potential
UAFs
Detected
54
263
19167
825
34185
197
16546
9
0
84
304
6496
0
591
216
4
264
74
99
7
10360
48
10439
1104
10
536
45336

Remaining
Remaining
UAFs after
UAFs after
sound filters unsound filters
32
0
6
2
2491
207
173
80
8077
0
33
13
10004
1540
0
0
0
0
10
4
38
0
544
0
0
0
0
0
111
48
0
0
42
36
1
0
13
13
0
0
32
0
31
1
3990
1207
145
71
1
0
171
19
4143
918

Type of Remaining UAFs
EC-EC EC-PC
2
53

94
1(1)

60

12(12)

1(1)

2

C-NT

36(2)

43(26)

1533

7(1)

2

8

40(8)

36
1

12

1
258

139

34

9
148

26%, 29%, and 15% of the UAF warnings, respectively. Similar
to MHB, we also found fine-grained filters MA and UR have
overlapped coverage with the other coarse-grained filters,
ranging from 1% to 9.6%. We present a false negative analysis
on our unsound filters in ğ8.6.
8.4

PC-PC C-RT

24

306
10

504
61 (27)

418

10(10)
294

True
harmful
UAFs
0
0
0
29
0
13
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27
0
10
0

False Positives
Path Points- Not Missing
Not
insens.
to
reach.
HB
analyzed

46
51

14

2
2

145

4
455

6

1078

4

9

15

16

36
10

1
196
34

3

164
10

8
275

3

844

1
2

641

Among 88 harmful UAF bugs found, at least 58 were not
previously reported in the literature. For the remaining 30
in Mytrack_1 and Firefox, we could not confirm if they are
novel because CAFA offers neither racy traces nor input to reproduce the results. CAFA reports no error between callbacks
in ConenctBot. Previous dynamic tools [17, 26] miss them due
to test coverage. Static tool DEvA [39] also has many false
negatives because of limited analysis scope, which we discuss
in ğ8.7.
Though we did not analyze all the cases (ğ8.5), our result
empirically supports our hypotheses introduced in ğ7 as
most true UAF races are found in cases where PC and NT are
involved. The harmful UAF examples in Figure 1 represent
all different cases: (a) is an EC-PC UAF in ConnectBot; (b)
PC-PC in ConnectBot; and (c) C-NT in FireFox.

Detecting True Harmful UAFs

From the remaining UAF warnings, we identified 88 harmful
UAF bugs by manually constructing a dynamic execution
leading to a NullPointerException. nAdroid provides the
callback and thread sequence associated with each potential
UAF bug (ğ7) so that programmers can reason about the
root entry callbacks to start an exploration from. Based on
these hints, we instrumented potential UAF warnings to
perturb the schedule of event callbacks and threads. We
used a timer for callbacks not to block the looper thread,
and a spinloop for threads. Though we were able to find
true UAFs successfully, we note that this manual validation
process was indeed a time-consuming job. We expect that
with nAdroid, the developers who are familiar with the code
base can find harmful cases much easily as nAdroid provides
many relevant information: e.g., racy variable, instruction,
event, and call path, etc. Developing an automatic validation
solution would be a good future work.
In Table 1, the 10thś15th columns show the łtypes of remaining UAFsž classified by the origins to which a pair of
free/use operations belong, respectively; and the number in
brackets represents the number of validated true harmful
UAF violations in the category. Then, the next (16th) column shows the total number of łtrue harmful UAFsž that
nAdroid found.

8.5

False Positive Analysis

Then, we inspect the rest cases to conduct false positive analysis. For the applications with relatively small number of remaining UAFs after filtering, we analyzed them all; whereas
we sampled and analyzed 30% cases for Music, Firefox, Mms,
and K-9 Mail.
In Table 1, the last five columns represent the four sources
of false positives (and the number of warnings not analyzed):
Path Insensitivity. nAdroid analysis (including Chord) is
path-insensitive as in other static analyses. We found it common to use high-level flag variable, and the program takes
different path, making the manifestation of UAF warnings
infeasible at runtime. This is the most common source.
Points-to Analysis. Like other static analyses, nAdroid
also suffers from imprecision in points-to analysis. nAdroid
takes advantage of Chord’s k-objective sensitive points-to
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Table 2. False Negative Analysis

analysis with the default value k=2 for balancing precision
and scalability. We note that objects created by a static method
(no context) does not take advantage of k-object-sensitive
pointer analysis, becoming the common source of false positives.
Not Reachable. Either use or free operation of UAF warnings exists in a component that is not reachable by either
explicit or implicit intent.
Missing Happens-Before. In Android, one event can enable/disable other events and it is especially common in UI
callbacks. For example, one can set a button invisible in some
specific condition. Statically capturing these UI interactions
requires understanding semantics of a diverse set of Android
APIs, and nAdroid misses such happens-before orders.
Note that the sources of false positives are not related to
happens-before orders yet rather share the inherent limitations of static analyses. This highlights the effectiveness of
nAdroid’s (sound must-, unsound may-) happens-beforebased filters. Another important implication is that the improvement of underlying static analyses such as Chord’s
points-to analysis makes it possible to increase the accuracy
of nAdroid, though it is beyond the scope of this paper.

8.6

APP
Tomdroid
Puzzles
Aard
Music
Mms
Browser
MyTracks_2
K-9 Mail
Total

Type of artificial UAF Violations
EC-EC EC-PC PC-PC C-RT C-NT
1
5
4
1
2
4
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
4
11
5
1
7

All
1
9
1
6
6
3
1
1
28

Missed by
detection

Pruned by
unsound filters
1

2
2

2

3

case for nAdroid. It is in theory possible for nAdroid to include the whole Android framework into the scope of static
analysis, but it would suffer from scalability issue.
Second, nAdroid missed two UAFs in Browser and one
UAF in Puzzles. It turns out that all three cases are due to
the unsound CHB filter, especially filtered by finish method.
The event callbacks used finish method to close the Activity as an error handling routine in a special program path.
CHB filter relies on may analysis and unsoundly assumes
a happens-before order if there exists at least one program
path reaching finish method. Despite its unsoundness, our
prior experimental results (ğ8.3 and ğ8.4) make the case for
CHB filter. We do not find any other false negatives in other
unsound filters. Lastly, in the next section, we report one
more case that nAdroid was not able to detect due to implementation limitation.

False Negative Analysis

This section investigates the sources of false negatives in
nAdroid analysis. Ideally, false negative analysis requires
ground truth to feed and test on. Unfortunately, there does
not exist such a benchmark. As an alternative, we decided to
inject artificial UAF violations and check if nAdroid detects
them or not. Furthermore, instead of randomly adding UAFs,
we took the true data races reported by DroidRacer[26], a
trace-based dynamic data race detector, and introduced new
UAF ordering violations at the same locations as original
data races in order to construct more faithful and practical
cases. In total, we were able to create 28 ground truth.
Table 2 shows the result of our false negative analysis
with artificial UAFs on 8 test applications. The first column
shows all the applications tested by DroidRacer. The next
six columns show the diverse łtypes (based on origins) of
artificially injected UAF violationsž, using the same classification as Table 1. The next column łAllž presents the total
number of UAF violations for each application. The last two
columns presents UAFs that nAdroid could not detect.
nAdroid misses 5 (out of 28) UAFs for two reasons: unanalyzed code and unsound filter. First, nAdroid could not
detect two UAFs in Mms. Further investigation reveals that
IBinder object was passed to the Android framework and
returned to the application later. Thus, nAdroid (based on
Chord’s call graph) was not able to track the full call graph
and racy accesses happens along that call path. As a dynamic
tool, DroidRacer was able to monitor a full interaction between application and the framework, which was not the

8.7

Comparison to DEvA

This section compares nAdroid with the state-of-the-art
static tool DEvA [39]. As described in ğ2.3, DEvA’s unsound
algorithm may lead to false negatives. In this section, we first
investigate if nAdroid can find the UAF bugs that DEvA detects. Furthermore, we show that the lack of happens-before
relation analysis in DEvA results in many false positives.
Table 3 includes the UAF warnings detected and marked
as harmful by DEvA. The first column gives the name of
applications, which are the same set as CAFA. The next four
columns provide the details about each UAF warning: the
racy field; the class; the name of callback including the use
operation (e.g., db.use()); and the name of callback with the
free operation (e.g., db=null). Then, the last two columns
show if nAdroid finds the same UAF warning or not; and if
it filters out the UAF warning or not.
When determining whether nAdroid detects the same
UAF warning or not, we applied the sound IG and IA filters
only (and not the other filters); then checked if the same UAF
warning can be found in nAdroid’s report. The reason is
that DEvA classifies an UAF warning to be harmful if it is
not protected by if-guard or intra-allocation, and thus the
consistent definition is used.
We first show that nAdroid has fewer false negatives
than DEvA. Table 3 shows that nAdroid can detect all UAFs
that are marked as harmful by DEvA, except the last one in
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Table 3. Comparison to DEvA
APP

Field

Class

Use Callback

ToDoList

db
mAdapter
mAdapter
mPlayer
mAdapter
mAdapter
mAdapter
mAdapter
mAdapter
mAdapter
binder
provUtils
mCtrlWV

ToDoActv
AlbBrowActv
ArtAlbBrowActv
MediaPlayServ
ArtAlbBrowActv
TrackBrowActv
AlbBrowActv
QueryBrowActv
TrackBrowActv
QueryBrowActv
TrackRecServ
TrackRecServ
AccessPrefFrag

onActvResult
onActvResult
onRetNCfgIns
setNextTrack
onActvResult
onRetNCfgIns
onRetNCfgIns
onActvResult
onActvResult
onRetNCfgIns
onBind
onLocChgAsyc
onResume

Music

Mytracks_1
Browser

Free
Callback
done
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy
onDestroy

41, 48ś50], runtime mitigations [25, 42, 47], testing techniques [16, 18] have been also proposed. However, as mentioned before, naive application of such solutions to Android
programs would result in imprecise results due to lack of
event-driven concurrency model in analyses.
As another domain, JavaScript/HTML web applications
take single-threaded event-driven concurrency model. WebRacer [34] first defined the shared objects and the happensbefore relationships specific to web applications. EventRacer
[38] improved its scalability and introduced the concept of
covered races to decrease the number of reported harmful
races. Recently, Node.fz [10] extended concurrency analysis
to Node.js, a server-side Javascript framework, that uses the
single-threaded event loop and multithreaded worker pool.

nAdroid
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Filtered
Detected & Reported
Not detected

Browser. As mentioned in Section 8.1, the current nAdroid
prototype does not model Fragment yet, and thus the UAF
warning in the class AccesibilityPreferencesFragment is

10

not detected. In theory, this case can be detected with proper
implementation. On the other hand, DEvA misses many UAF
warnings detected by nAdroid. The applications (and their
true positives) included in Table 1 (nAdroid’s result), but not
in Table 3 (DEvA’s result) represent such cases. For instance,
DEvA does not reports the harmful UAF bugs examples in
Figure 1. (See ğ2.3 why DEvA suffers from false negatives.)
nAdroid also has fewer false positives than DEvA, thanks
to its static happens-before analysis. The last column in
Table 3 shows that nAdroid detected but filtered the 11 cases,
and agrees only the one case as harmful races. Upon further
investigation, we found that most (9/12) cases involving
onDestroy are pruned by our sound MHB filter. The rest two
cases are filtered by (unsound) CHB filter, and we manually
validate that they are false warnings.
8.8

Conclusion

This work presents nAdroid, a novel static ordering violation detector for Android applications. nAdroid models
event callbacks as threads and detects ordering violations
between callbacks and between threads in a unified manner.
nAdroid also introduces novel happens-before-based filters
to prune out false/benign warnings. Experimental results
show that nAdroid detects harmful use-after-free ordering
violations; and outperforms state-of-the-art technique.

A Artifact Description
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact provides all the runnable jar files of nAdroid
and all the Android applications tested in this paper, along
with scripts to use these to regenerate the results in our
evaluation section. We tested our artifact on a quad-core
Intel i7 3.6 GHz system with 16GB of memory, running the
3.13 Linux kernel. We also provide a virtual machine image
with all dependencies installed. To validate the results, run
the scripts and check the results according to the README
file.

Analysis Execution Time

The execution time of nAdroid can be partitioned into 3
parts: modeling (ğ4), static detection (ğ5), and filtering (ğ6).
On average, modeling took 32 seconds (1.19%) and filtering
82 seconds (3.08%). As expected, static detection took most
of the static analysis time (about 42 minutes, 95.73%). The
scalability of nAdroid would depend on Chord, which has
shown to be able to handle programs with >180K LOC in
the original paper [29]. If the execution time or scalability
becomes an issue, then the k-value can be adjusted at the
cost of precision.

A.2

Description

A.2.1
•
•
•
•
•

9 Related Work
ğ2.3 described the most related race detectors for Android [3,
17, 24, 26, 39]. nAdroid can be applied to other concurrency
bugs such as no-sleep bugs [33] and energy bugs [2] where
racy API calls lead to ordering violations.
Static data race detection for traditional multi-threaded
programs can be categorized into type system based [5,
14, 36], lockset analysis based [12, 29, 35, 43], or model
based [37] approaches. Dynamic data race detectors [15, 40,

A.2.2

Checklist (Artifact Meta Information)
Program: java and datalog
Compilation: ant and make
Data set: android application package (apk)
Output: a table described in a csv file
Experiment workflow: install the dependencies, download and unpack the archive, run the scripts and observe the results or import the virtual machine image,
run the scripts and observe the results

How Delivered

The archive, virtual machine image and README file are
available on:
Github https://github.com/VTLeeLab/CGO18-nAdroid-Artifact
Google Drive https://goo.gl/V12t34
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